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Solutions

Solutions for old homeworks are available at
https://kwarc.info/teaching/AI/assignments.pdf

https://kwarc.info/teaching/AI/assignments.pdf


Homework 5



Problem 5.1

Which of the following games can be handled by the approaches to
adversarial search?

1. 2-Player Poker: No, drawing cards makes it indeterministic.

2. Backgammon: No, throwing dice make it indeterministic.

3. Basketball: No, there is no turn-taking, every player tries to
get the ball at once.



Problem 5.1

4. Cephalopod: Yes, because:
I the games’ states are obviously discrete
I there obviously is a finite number of possible moves
I the board (= the state) is fully observable
I the outcome of each move is deterministic
I there are exactly 2 players
I the players turn alternatingly
I one can assign an utility to the terminal game states (i.e.

+100 if Max wins, -100 if Min wins)
I the utility for Min is the exact opposite of the utility for Max
I there are no infinite runs of the game, since dice have only 6

sides



Problem 5.1

5. Halma: no since there are infinite runs of the game, a player
has no obligation to move its piece into the house by the rules
and he can move the piece in any direction. With a rule that
prohibits infinite moves, the answer would be yes (and if it is
2-player-only Halma).

6. Rock-Paper-Scissors: No, there is no turn-taking, every player
acts at once.



Problem 5.2

(see my solution, available at
https://gl.kwarc.info/teaching/AI/blob/master/Marius/

uebung05/minimax_solution.pl)

https://gl.kwarc.info/teaching/AI/blob/master/Marius/uebung05/minimax_solution.pl
https://gl.kwarc.info/teaching/AI/blob/master/Marius/uebung05/minimax_solution.pl


Homework 6



Short Recap: Alpha-Beta Pruning I



Short Recap: Alpha-Beta Pruning II



KALAH

My tip:
have the following basic outline:
orange parts should be done by now!

1. get it to run on your setup

2. implement a stupid agent (e.g. always the first pit) and test it

3. implement a model for the game states or use the newly
added KalahGUI module

4. use the model to implement some
Adversarial-Game-Search-Algorithm like Alpha-Beta-Pruning
or Monte-Carlo-Sampling

5. ??? 1

6. Profit! (100 Bonus-Bonus Points for the best team!)

1(mostly finding a good evaluation function and having efficient code that
runs deeply down the search-tree)



Sharing is Caring I

Ideas for Evaluation-Function:

I



Sharing is Caring II

General Tips:

I



Misc: Questions, Anecdotes & etc



Where are these slides and Prolog examples available?
from now on at https://gl.kwarc.info/teaching/AI

Any other Questions?

https://gl.kwarc.info/teaching/AI
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